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ABSTRACT
VisQueue is an interactive dashboard with dynamic graphics plot-
ting and viewer interactivity that visualizes the operation of high
performance computing (HPC) systems at the Texas Advanced Com-
puting Center (TACC) at the University of Texas (UT) at Austin.
While there are other options available for analyzing HPC resources,
VisQueue’s goal focuses on system utilization correlated to indi-
vidual research domains. It works with both mouse-driven and
touch interfaces, and is designed to create a straight-forward easy
reading of pertinent data for HPC designers, maintenance teams,
a computer’s users, and the general public to understand impact
and importance of these impressive resources. The application has
also proved to be a valuable outreach tool particularly for those
interested in technology but without the background training and
experience to answer the question, "what is this huge, awesomely
fast and extremely expensive computer actually doing right this
minute and specifically what’s it been used for?"

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Visual analytics; Informa-
tion visualization; • Information systems→ Web applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Cyberinfrastructure investments are an essential part of national
science strategies for the twenty-first century. Measuring the im-
pact of such investments often combines summarized usage sta-
tistics (jobs ran, node-hours consumed, average uptime, etc.) with
anecdotal user experience stories to demonstrate breadth of sci-
ence utilization and impact. Answering questions such as "How
many science disciplines did we support over the last quarter?"
or "How many geophysics research teams used our system in the
last year?" require correlating disparate data across a computing
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center’s infrastructure. Such reports that correlate fine-grain job
data to allocation meta-data typically are made ad hoc and only at
annual reporting intervals. While per-job data play an essential role
in day-to-day center operations, higher-level usage analysis plays
a larger role in demonstrating impacts to science communities, to
program officers and stakeholders, and to the general public.

VisQueue [17] was created to bridge this gap in system statistics
and improve the ability of centers to generate, analyze and share
such usage information. VisQueue’s visually presented on-demand
"annual report" analytics provide live and historical views into sys-
tem usage at the domain, project and user levels. Through such
analysis, resource providers can better understand usage spikes
across disciplines (e.g. around conference submission deadlines),
program officers can see communities that might benefit from ad-
ditional computational resources, and the general public can better
understand the diversity of science enabled by these significant
infrastructure investments.

2 VISQUEUE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
VisQueue’s development was also motivated by TACC’s frequently
hosted large and diverse pool of visitors. They come to the center
for K-12 and STEM camps, advanced student and professional HPC
workshops, private industry symposiums, and customized tours for
individuals and groups from research-serving government agencies
and across the large and diverse UT community.

This steady stream of inquiries lead consistently to a series of
communication needs that broadly reference a better understand-
ing of how TACC’s supercomputers are utilized. It’s vital that the
academic research and industrial communities better understand
how similarly directed teams have used systems like ours before,
adding insight on how they can fully take advantage of such offer-
ings. Not less important is to make understood how an HPC center
can motivate K-12 visitors to learn about HPC technologies, per-
haps inspire their future careers in research, and ways to positively
impact our communities and society as a whole.

There are options already available for analyzing HPC systems.
Job schedulers such as SLURM [9] and Grid Engine [11] maintain
databases for fine-grained job-level usage data. Software analysis
systems such as XDMoD[7] and XALT provide usage and efficiency
metrics, again at a per-job level. Services such as Netdata [4] and
Splunk [8] provide system- and node-level real-time monitoring.
VisQueue fills the need for higher-level analysis by combining and
aggregating per-job data with user and allocation meta-data to
enable interactive usage analysis and reporting by user, institution,
and discipline.

2.1 Interface
Angular[2] was used for primary web development technology. The
interface is centered on an interactive sunburst widget, chosen for
its ability to explain data well and its positive user experience [13].
The chart was heavily inspired by the D3 examples found on D3’s
website [14]. The initially-introduced sunburst is divided into arcs
where each arc represents one of seven possible fields of science,
and is sized based on how many nodes are in use. When a user
selects an arc, the sunburst updates and each arc now represents
a different project in that domain. A modal displays information

related to the project such as the PI and their institution, how many
nodes are being used, and project abstract if available.

The details page for a system displays the sunburst as well as a
table, developed using angular material [12], of projects currently
running jobs. Scrolling reveals the total estimated number of jobs on
the computer, number of projects, and number of users’ institutions.
Four individual graphs are displayed, developed using chart.js [3]
and plotly.js[16].

Another table explores all the projects that have conducted re-
search with the system, and also a map rendered using the leaflet.js
[1] library. On the map a marker is placed in a particular location
to indicate a project’s host institution.

2.2 Data Processing and Retrieval
Data for each sunburst and snapshot table is gathered from JSON
files that are updated hourly. Each JSON file is broken down in a
hierarchical format, first by field of science, then project, and finally
nodes used. Historical data on each system’s detail page is stored
within its associated Mongo database. All jobs that are accounted
for on each system are stored, along with project, institution, and
node information. Some totals are calculated overnight to reduce
the overhead of certain API calls.

Mongo[5], Express[6], and Node.js[15] were used for all server
and back-end related technology, with our final web application de-
veloped using the MEAN stack [10]. There are two separate datasets
that are displayed through VisQueue and python scripts were de-
veloped to retrieve this information. The first is a visualization that
displays "live" data e.g. those jobs that are currently running on
an HPC system. TACC records all jobs computed and saves this
information to flat files. These text files are retrieved, saved on a
server, and using python loaded to our database. In order to retrieve
information from the databases, a RESTful API was developed.

3 VISUAL ANALYSIS WITH VISQUEUE
The following section describes visual analysis made possible with
VisQueue, using example data taken from TACC systems. The video
that accompanies this paper further highlights the interactive capa-
bilities and analytic power enabled by the application.

3.1 Research Topics
Beyond interest and concerns on how fast and efficiently a com-
puter is processing its work, often in order to compare to other
systems, VisQueue also reports hourly what the computer is ’com-
puting’. The first piece of that data is shown by size of the sunburst’s
slice: how much of the system is currently working in a particular
science area. Selecting that slice is selecting that science and initi-
ating your VisQueue experience. The user should enjoy surveying
the possibilities if they consider what investigations could be hap-
pening among those different category choices: projects about the
Earth and climate change, the stars, nuclear fusion, or a dangerous
recently discovered virus.

That interest can be casual general-public or member of a re-
search team considering resources best suited for their simulation.
VisQueue’s easy survey of specific systems can quickly provide
insight not necessarily possible with the usual hardware stats. Not-
ing that individual jobs are similar to their own in scope, or what
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Figure 1: Different Sunburst charts shown for Frontera. The
top left image displays the default sunburst. The top-right
image shows the breakdown for "Engineering and Tech-
nology". Bottom-left shows the breakdown of "Natural Sci-
ences", and bottom-right the breakdown for "Other".

science is dominating usage can help a potential user find the right
path to their own team’s computation needs. Seeing their own sci-
ence listed could offer some reassurance to the researcher, perhaps
especially one not particularly HPC savy, that their work might
also belong there.

3.2 Users and Projects
VisQueue can draw associations between researchers and system
activity. When a VisQueue user chooses a science area, the sun-
burst redraws itself to reveal slices for each project running in that
area. The user can then identify individuals, institutions, jobs and
projects that use the system. A researcher can then identify associ-
ated projects and peers that could be approached for collaboration.
VisQueue reports can be used to correlate the usage of certain sys-
tem resources by project team or by scientific discipline, which
can inform future hardware acquisitions. For example, VisQueue
shows aggregated usage of specialized resources (e.g. large memory
nodes, GPU nodes), quickly indicating how often which users run
where. This information can then be used both to justify increased
budget for these resources and to identify users to approach for
testimonials.

3.3 System’s Historical Data
Detailed information regarding the history of Stampede2 is shown
in Figure 2 . Important totals gathered here include : jobs counted
(6,073,104), compute hours (132,470,463), projects (2,619), and in-
stitutions (419). This helps give people an understanding of the
massive scope of the system, and the wide array of research en-
abled.

Natural Sciences (NAT) tended to be Stampede2’s top studied
field. Engineering and Technology (ENG)was also heavily researched

when sorted by number of nodes used. Medical and Health Sciences
(MED), Social Sciences (SOC), and Humanities (HUM) make up
the rest of the studied areas. While Other (OTH) seemed to have
more number of projects, MED had more jobs and duration than
the bottom three fields of research. From this, possible conclusions
include :

• Natural Sciences was the most researched area in all areas,
with Engineering second

• Medical and Health Sciences was the third highest area stud-
ied based on the number of jobs and duration. However,
Other research was the third highest based on the number of
projects and number of nodes. This could mean that while
more jobs were used for MED research, more nodes were
used when studying a range of OTH topics.

Figure 2: Details page for Stampede2 system

Amonth-by-month count of jobs per each fos is shown in Figure
3 . From here one can see a few points worth noting:

• For Stampede2 (above image) Natural Sciences had peaks in
May and Nov. 2018.

• Also for Stampede2, peaks for Engineering are notable in
April and October of 2019.

• For Frontera (below image) Natural Sciences had its highest
peak in Jul. 2020.

Figure 3: Time-Series chart, showing the number of jobs for
each field of science, for each month. The top image shows
Stampede2 and the bottom Frontera.

But what about a particular node of a system. Are their any pat-
terns noticeable within the map of the system, i.e. more compute
nodes placed in a certain area of research? Figure 4 shows our way
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of answering this question. Details of a specific node are shown,
such as total number of jobs, projects, and field of science break-
down. Comparing and contrasting different racks and/or nodes can
offer insight into the physical location of a system, and if it has any
influence on research. This can also help with the dependability of
a particular node, and validating that no errors or no discrepancies
are causing other nodes to not meet the same level of usage as
others.

Figure 4: A snapshot of the nodelife component.With it, one
can view what research was done on specific nodes.

The table shown in Figure 5 displays all projects up to the
current day. Sorting by number of jobs, nodes used, and duration
reveals the top projects for the system. These details can help system
maintainers drive support for projects and specific areas of study.
Noting number of jobs ran, or nodes used for a specific project, this
section invites users to explore the resources and compute power
behind the research.

Figure 5: A view of the projects table, showing all projects
and institutions that have used the system.

The map shown in Figure 6 shows geographical areas focusing
on a distinct research topic, or even overall scope of system use.
One can see usage from across the U.S., and selecting a marker
reveals the institution, number of nodes they’ve used, number of
jobs, and total number of distinct projects. For support staff this
can be useful for understanding who their biggest users are, and for
the general public, is encouraging to know that a large computing
resource enables such a wide extent of research.

Figure 6: A map showing the impact of the Stampede2 sys-
tem

4 OUTREACH
TACC includes an aggressive outreach effort operating numerous
student programs focused on the under-represented and other direc-
tives for social change, and an industry partners program with over
thirty participating corporations from around the country. The cen-
ter manages a three thousand square foot visualization laboratory
centrally located on UT’s main campus and a smaller lab adjacent
to TACC’s offices. The large lab in particular is extremely popu-
lar with frequent school tours from across Texas, industry tours
from around the world, events for organizations from UT alumni to
the state department, and UT leadership and development guests
such as donors and scholarship supporters. This impressive variety
of visitors share common goals: to experience what’s currently
happening in HPC, data visualization, and learn about TACC’s su-
percomputers. The questions can range from what sciences are
being investigated to running job statistics to actual projects, in-
stitutions and investigators, and VisQueue’s friendly interface is
a lab host’s easy answer. Even a visitor that needed information
on TACC’s specific project subjects was pointed to VisQueue and
easily set hunting to their satisfaction. It comfortably spans from
the very casually interested in science or technology or government
funding, to those focused on HPC resource specifics, to those very
focused on current TACC users.

5 FUTUREWORK
Querying a typical supercomputer’s millions of records efficiently
is challenging. VisQueue searches for useful data points, such as the
total number of jobs, projects, and institutions. Possibly computing
these essentially independent mining tasks in parallel could take
advantage of multi-core systems. This could open possibilities for
added features dependent on rapid data retrieval for displaying
more statistics.

Though VisQueue was conceived to visualize an easily navigated
selection of information, the code can readily be adapted to organize
and present the retrieved data in a multitude of ways. VisQueue’s
users frequently suggest additional content to show other poten-
tially valuable comparisons and provide helpful talking points.With
the initial foundation programmed, much future effort is committed
to sorting and possibly including these recommendations.
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6 CONCLUSION
VisQueue provides a way to not only explore computing resources,
but allow the general public, perhaps notably the tax-paying pub-
lic, to observe, understand, and appreciate the research an HPC
resource enables. Information such as the most common fields of
science, characteristics and research issues of running jobs, and
how much a system is utilized is readily accessible. Users are able
to get a high level overview of the current usage for a particular
system, with a convenient reference to resource specifications and
other details. This allows TACC’s staff to explain to our visitors
the possible impact a particular system can have on open science
research. The current work can be viewed through TACC’s github
page [18]. For access to the repository of server code, please contact
the authors.

It is our hope that this application inspires adaptive efforts at
similar organizations: to help communicate their resources’ poten-
tial values, and perhaps guide ways to improve analysis of their
own HPC resources. Our ultimate goal is to continue helping those
internal and external to HPC understand the importance and impact
of open science research.
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